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For Training Information Purposes Only
the best safety device in any aircraft is a well trained pilot. . .

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

......................................................... COMPLETE
.............................................................................
Aircralt Papers
VERIN
Parking Brake............................................................................. SET
Carbon Monoxide Detector .......................................................... CHECK
..
Ignhon Switches ............................................................................... OFF
Electrical Switches ........................................................................... .OFF
Avionics............................................................................................ OFF
Circuit Breakers .................................................................................... IN
Compass Deviation Card ............................................................. CHECK
Compass Slave Switch ................................................................. SLAVE
Mbtures ............................................................................ I D CUTOFF
Performance Planning.

.,

i

C.:
I

Trim Indicators......................................................................... NEUTRAL
Landing Gear................................................................................ DOWN
Primers...................................................................................... LOCKED
Fuel Selectors..................................................................................... ON
Control Wheel............................................................. FULL MOVEMENT
Master Switch ..................................................................................... ON
Electric Fuel Pumps ..................................................................... CHECK
Fuel Quantity ............................................................................... CHECK
Landing Gear Lights ................................................................. 3 GREEN
Annunciator ................................................................................. CHECK
Evtemal Lights.............................................................................
CHECK
Master Switch................................................................................... OFF
Piot/Static System .......................................................................
DRAIN
ELT .............................................................................................
ARMED
Emergency Exit ...................................................................... SECURE
Empty Seats ..................................................................... FASTEN BELT
Flaps ...........................................CHECK OPERATIONJSET 40 Degrees
COCKPIT PREPARATION COMPLETE
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OUTSIDE CHECK
Baggage Door ........................................................................ .SECURE
DRAIN
Fuel Drains ..................................................................................
Right Wing ................................................................................. ,CHECK
Right Fuel .................................................................................. CHECK
Right Engine Oil.............................................................. .CHECK (614)
Right Tiedown......................................................................... REMOVE
Right Chock ............................................................................ REMOVE
Right Landing Gear ................................................................. .CHECK
Right Nacelle ....................................................................... .CHECK
Right Propeller ...........................................................................
CHECK
Right Exhaust ............................................. .......................... CHECK
Nose Gear .................... :....................................................CHECK
Windshield .................................................................................. CLEAN
Left Engine Oil ................................................................ CHECK (614)
Left Nacelle ............................................................................... CHECK
Left Propeller ............................................................................ .CHECK
Left Exhaust .......................................................................... CHECK
Left Landing Gear ..........;.......................................................... .CHECK
Left Chock .............................................................................. REMOVE
Left Tiedown ..........................................................................
.REMOVE
Left Fuel .................................................................................... CHECK
Stall Warning Vanes .................................................................. CHECK
Left Wing ...................................................................................
CHECK
Piot Mast ................................. ..................................... CHECK (clear)
REMOVE
Tail Tiedown ...........................................................................
Empennage .............................................................................. CHECK
Antennas ...............................................................................CHECK
OUTSIDE CHECK COMPLETE
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BEFORE ENGINE START
Preflight Inspection .......................................................... COMPLETE
Passenger Briefing .............................................................
COMPLETE
Seat BeitdShoulderHarness ................................................... FASTEN
Parking Brake ..................................................................................
SET
Circuit Breakers.................................................................................. IN
Avionics..........................................................................................
OFF
Cowl Flaps....................................................................................
OPEN
Carb Heat....................................................................................... OFF
Master .............................................................................................. ON
Aitemators.........................................................................................
ON
.Na? Lights ......................................................................
ON (night only)
Mjxtures
... . ........................................................................................
.
RICH
.-Propellers
......:-71 ............................................................................... HIGH
-.
4

- 8

Starting Engines

Anti-collision tights ........................................................................... ON
Fuel Pump .......................................................................... OWCHECK
Magnetos ........................................................................................ ON
Throttle ............................................................................... OPEN(114")
Propeller Area ............................................................................ CLEAR
Starter .................................................................................... ENGAGE
Throttle .................................................................................
1000 RPM
Oil Pressure .............................................................................. CHECK
OFF
Fuel Pump .....................................................................................
Mbture ....................................................................... LEAN (slight rise)
CHECK
Ammeter ..................................................................................
Vacuum .................................................................................... CHECK

Starting Engines When Hat
Ant'i-collision Lights ........................................................................... ON
Fuel Pump .......................................................................... OWCHECK
Magnetos .................................................................................. ON
Throttle .............................................................................. OPEN (1R")
Propeller Area ........................................................................CLEAR
ENGAGE
Starter
Throttle ................................................................................. 1000 RPM
Oil Pressure ............................................................................. .CHECK
Fuel Pump ..................................................................................... OFF
M'txture .................................................................. L
(slight rise)
Ammeter ................................................................................ CHECK
Vacuum .................................................................................... CHECK

....................................................................................
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Flooded Start
Anti-collision Lights ...........................................................................
ON
Fuel Pump ....................................................................................
.OFF
Magnetos .......................................................................................
ON
Throttle .............................................................................. FULL OPEN
Mbture ............................................................................ CUTOFF
Propeller Area ............................................................................ CLEAR
Starter .................................................................................... ENGAGE
Throttle ............................................................................. RETARD
Mixture .................. ;.................................................... RICH (on start)
Throttle .................................................................................
1000 RPM
Oil Pressure ......................................................................... CHECK
Mixture ....................................................................... W (slight rise)
Ammeter ..................................................................................
CHECK
Vacuum .................................................................................... CHECK
ENGINE START COMPLETE
BEFORE TAXI CHECK
Left and Right Fuel Selector ............................................. CROSSFEED
Radio Master ............................................................................. ON
ATlS ........................................................................................
.CHECK
Altimeter ......................................................................................... SET
lnstmments (See Expanded Checklist) ..................................... .CHECK
ComMav/Xpndr (See Expanded Checklist) .............................. .CHECK
.TESTlSET
Trim .....................................................................................
IFR Clearance ............................................................... AS REQUIRED
Left and Right Fuel Selector ......................................................... .ON
External Lights .................................................................. AS DESIRED
BEFORE TAXI CHECK COMPLETE
TAX1 CHECK
Parking Brake ............................................................
RELEASE
Brakes ...........................................................................
CHECK
Steering ......................................................................... CHECK
DG, T&B, Al ...................................................................
CHECK
TAXI CHECK COMPLETED
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INSTRUMENTS (Expanded Checklist)
Magnetic Compass .................................................................. .CHECK
Airspeed Indicator .................................................................... .CHECK
Attiitude Indicator ...................................................................... .CHECK
Turn Coordinator .................................... :................................ .CHECK
Heading Indicator ................................................................ .CHECK
Vertical Speed Indicator ........................................................... .CHECK
Clock ....................................................................................... .CHECK
INSTRUMENT COMPLETE

8

C

L

COMrmAVIXPNDR CHECK (Expanded Checklist)
Audio Panel .................................................... SET AUTO TO PHONES
.............................................................. S T & SET SPEAKER
Marker
Com 1 ......................................................................... SET ATC FREQ
Corn 2 ............................................................ SET ATlSl COMP FREQ
Nav 1 ..................................................................... SET VOTNOR & ID
Nav 2 ..................................................................... SET VOTNOR 8 ID
HSllOBSRMl ..................................................COMPARE READINGS
Sensitivity .....?.?.:.:.S ........L .......5............................................. CHECK
Ambiguity .
.I!!.......7 ).......k~r.%..k..? ...............................CHECK
DME ....................................................................................... SET & ID
ADF .................................................................................. SET/IEST
Transponder ............................................................... SET 1200l TEST
GPS .......................................................... CHECKEDIPROGRAMMED
1. Make sure audio panel is set to AUTO on phones.
2. MARKER needs to be tested, set to LOW, and placed on SPEAKER.
~ ~ C O
1 should
M
have next series of ATC freqs (CLR.GND,TWR, ...)
4. COM 2 should have ATlS and COMPANY set in.
5. NAV 1 should have VOT or local VOR, ID station, then center HSI
needle.
6. NAV 2 should have VOT or local VOR, ID station, the center OBS.
7. Compare readings, should be wfthin 4 degrees, record in radio log if
necessary.
8. Check sensitivity by turning off 5 degrees each way. Should deflect
half scale.
9. Check ambiguity by tuning in reciprocal heading and check accuracy.
10. Setup DME and ID.
11. Tune in local NDB and ID. Check RMI by first selecting ANT then
..
going to ADF.
12. Transponder- set in 1200 and test
COMINAVIXPNDR CHECK COMPLETE
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f RUNUP CHECK

.................................................................................
.......................................................................................
.................................................................... .....

Parking Brake
SET
Mixtures
RICH
Throttles
:
2000 RPM
Mixtures ................................................................
(slight rise)
Magnetos ........5G.,.!..?
5
CHECK
Propeler G o v e r n o . . .:.........................CHECK
(1800 RPM)
Engine Instruments ............................................................... CHECK
Ammeters ............................................................................... CHECK
CHECK
Vacuum gages ........................................................................
Throttles
1500 RPM
Propeller Feather ....................................CHECK (500 RPM Drop MAX)
Carb Heat .......................................... 0 NOTE REDUCTION OF RPM
Throttles ........................................................................................ IDLE
Carb Heat ......................................................................................OFF
Throttles ............................................................................... 1000 RPM
RUNUP COMPLETE

..............................................

...............................................................................

BEFORE TAKEOFF CHECK
Annunciator ............................................................... PRESS TO TEST
Attimeter ...a1.F.F - ~ Z . . C P . ~ . M ....
AI
L ~ .EI
Attitude Indicator .............................................................................SET
HSI (Directional Gyro) ..................................................................... SET
Controls .................................. :.................................................CHECK
Propellers ..................................................................................... HIGH
Quadrant Friction Lock .................................................................... SET
Carb Heat ...................................................................................... OFF
Primers .................................................................................. LOCKED
Cowl Flaps ................................................................................... OPEN
Flaps .............................................................................................. SET
Trim
SE3
Fuel Seledors
ON
Clearance ................................................................................. VERIFY
Corn
VERIFY
Nav.
VERIFY
VERIFY
Transponder
Takeoff Brie.fing
COMPLETrD
Seat Backs
ERECT
Seat BeRs and Harness
FASTENED
BEFORE TAKEOFF CHECK COMPLETE

.....

.............................. .
...............................................................
..................................................................................
.........................................................................................
..........................................................................................
.............................................................................
...............................................................
...........................................................................
......................................................
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
GENERAL

The recommended procedures for coping with various types of
emergencies and critical situations are provided by this section. All of
required (FAA regulations) emergency procedures and those necessary
for the safe operation of the airplane as determined by the operating and
design features of the airplane are presented.
Emergency procedures associated with those optional systems and
equipment which require handbook supplements are provided by Section 9
(Supplements).
This section consists of an abbreviated emergency check list which
supplies an action sequence for critical situations with little emphasis on
the operation of systems.
The amplified emergency procedures containing additional information
to provide the pilot with a more complete understanding of the procedure .
are found in Airplane Flight Manual(AFM).
These procedures are suggested as the best course of action for
coping with the particular condition described, but are not a substiiute for
sound judgment and common sense. Since emergencies rarely happen in
modem aircraft, their occurrence is usually unexpected and the best
corrective action may not atways be obvious. Pilots should familiarize
themselves with the procedures given in this section and be prepared to
take appropriate action should an emergency arise.
Most basic emergency procedures, such as power off landings, are a
normal part of pilot training. Although these emergencies are discussed
here, this information is not intended to replace such training. but only to
provide a source of reference and review, and to provide information on
procedures which are not the same for all aircraft. It is suggested that the
pilot review standard emergency procedures periodically to remain
proficient in them.
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURES CHECK LIST
AIRSPEEDS FOR SAFE OPERATlONS
One engine inoperative air minimum control
One engine inoperative best rate of climb
One engine inoperative best angle of climb
Maneuvering
Never exceed

........................... 56 KlAS
.............................. 88 KlAS
............................ 82 KlAS
..................................................................... 3 5 KlAS
................................................................... 2 KlAS

ENGINE INOPERATIVE PROCEDURES
DETECTING DEAD ENGINE
Loss of thrust
Nose of aircraft will yaw in direction of dead engine (with coordinated
controls).
ENGINE SECURIFJG PROCEDURE (FEATHERING PROCEDURE)

...................................................... 56 KlAS
.............................. 88 KIAS

Minimum control speed
One engine inoperative best rate of climb

Maintain direction and airspeed above 82 KlAS
Mlxture controls
FORWARD
FORWARD
Propeller controls
Throttle controls ........................................................ FORWARD
RETRACT
Flaps
RETRACT
Gear
l d e n t i inoperative engine.
RETARD TO VERIFY
Throttle of inop. engine
Prop control of inop. engine
FEATHER BEFORE RPM
DROPS BELOW 950
IDLE CUT-OFF
Mixture of inop. engine

.......................................................
..........................................................

............................................................................
.............................................................................

...................................
.....................

.............................................

ENGINE SECURING PROCEDURE
...AS REQUIRED (3O to S o OF BANK TOWARD
Trim

.......................

......................... ..............
........................................................

OPERATIVE ENGINE BALL 1/72to 314 OUT)
L..
OFF
Electric fuel pump of inop. engine
OFF
Magnetos of inop. engine
CLOSE ON INOP. ENGINE, AS REQUIRED ON
Cowl flaps
OPERATIVE ENGINE
Alternator of inop. engine
OFF
Electrical load
CHECK
Fuel selector
OFF INOP. ENGINE, CONSIDER
CROSSFEED
Electric fuel pump operative engine
OFF

................

.......................................................
.................................................................
.................................
..........................................
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'IF ALTITUDE PERMITS
To attempt to restore power priorto feathering.
Mixtures
AS REQUIRED
Fuel selector
ON
Primen
LOCKED
Magnetos .................................................
LEFT OR RIGHT ONLY".
Electric fuel pump ...................................................... CHECK ON
Carburetor heat
ON

.................................................................
............................................................................
.........................................................................

.

+.

/

.......................................................................

ENGINE FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF (Be!cw 75 KIAS)
If engine failure o c c m during takeoff and 75 KlAS has not been attained:
Throttles
CLOSE BOTH IMMEDIATELY
Stop straight ahead
If inadequate runway remains to stop:
Throttles ............................................................................... CLOSED
Brakes ...................................................... APPLY MAX BRAKlNG
Master switch ......................................................................
OFF
Fuel selectors
OFF
Continue straight
- ahead. turning- to avoid obstacles.

..........................................

...................................................................

I

ENGIPJE FAILURES DURING TP.KEOFF (75 KlAS or above)

1

If engine failure occurs during takeoff ground roll or after l i h f f with gear
still down and 75 KlAS has been attained:
If adequate runway remains CLOSE both throttles immediately, land if
airborne and stop straight ahead.
If runway remaining is inadequate for stopping. decide whether to abort or
continue. If decision is made to continue, maintain heading and when
climb is established retract landing gear, accelerate to 88 KIAS, feather
inoperative engine Drop (see Engine Securing Procedure).

WARNING
In certain combinations of aircrafl weight, configuration,
ambient conditions and speed, negative climb
performance may result Refer to One Engine
Inoperative Climb Performance chart. Page E5.

- - -

-

FNGINF
OURlNG
(below 58
. . . . . .FAIILLJRF
. . .-... - . . . . . - FLIGHT
..
- -KlASl
- -,
~
\

~~

I
1

~

............................... APPLY TOWARD OPERATIVE ENGINE
....................................... RETARD TO STOP TURN
....... LOWER NOSE TO ACCELERATE ABOVE 56 KlAS
........................ INCREASE POWER AS AIRSPEED

Rudder
Throttles (both)
Pitch atthde
Operative engine

INCREASE ABOVE 56 KlAS
If a h d e permits, a restart may be attempted. If restart fails or if altiude
does not permit restart see Engine Securin~Procedure
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ONE ENGINE INOPERATIVE LANDING
Inop. engine prop
When certain of making fleld:
Landing gear
Wing flaps
Maintain additional altiide and speed during approach.
Final approach speed
Wing flaps

........................................................... FEATHER

................................................................... M N D
..................................................................... LOWER
........................................................ 90 KlAS
.............................................................................. 25

ONE ENGINE INOPERATIVE GO-AROUND
(SHOULD BE AVOIDED IF AT ALL POSSIBLE)
Mixture
Propeller
Throttle
Flaps
Landing gear
Airspeed
Trim
Cowl flap operating engine

-

........ ...............................................................FORWARD
...................................................................... FORWARD
................................................................. OPEN SLOWLY
........................................................................ RETRACT
.................................................................. RETRACT
.......................................................................... 88 KIAS
...................................................................................... SET
....................................... AS REQUIRED

AIR START (UNFEATHERING PROCEDURE)
INOP ENGINE ON
Fuel selector ...........................................................
Electric fuel pump ................................................... INOP ENGINE ON
Prop Control
.... FORWARD TO CRUISE
RPM POSITION
Mixture .......................................... '
RICH
ThrottIe
TWO FULL STROKES AND
THEN OPEN 114 INCH
Magneto switches
ON
Avionics Master Switch ............................................................. OFF
Starter
ENGAGE UNTIL PROP WINDMILLS
Throffle
REDUCE POWER UNTIL ENGINE IS WARM
If engine does not start, prime as required.
Alternator
.
.
ON
Avionics Master Switch ...................................................................ON

I

C

....................................

............................................

.....................................

...................................................................
.....................................
........................

..................... ....................................................
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FlRE
ENGINE FlRE ON GROUND
If engine has not started:
Mkture
IDLE CUT-OFF
Thrme
OPEN
CRANK ENGINE
Starter
If engine has already started and is running, continue operating to try
pulling the fire into the engine.
If 6re continues, extinguish with best available means.
If external fire extinguisher is to be applied:
Fuel selector vabes ........................................................... OFF

...............................................................
.......................................... ..................................
............................................................

all

i

Mbture

..................................................................

IDLE CUT-OFF

ENGINE FIRE IN FLIGHT
r

Affected engine:
Fuel selector
OFF
Throttle ......................................................................... CLOSE
Propeller .................................................................... FEATHER
Mixture .................................................................. IDLE CUT-OFF
Cowl flap ........................................................................OPEN
If terrain permits land immediately.

..........................................................................

(-

FUEL MANAGEMENT DURING ONE ENGINE INOPERATIVE OPERATION

(:

CRUISING
When using fuel from tank on the same side as the operating engine:
Fuel selector operating engine ................................................... ON
Fuel selector inop. engine ...................................................... OFF
OFF
Electric fuel pumps .................................................................
(except in case of engine-driven pump failure,
electric fuel pump on operating engine side must be used)
CROSSFEED OPERATION
When using fuel from tank of the side opposite the operating engine:
Fuel selector operating engine
CROSSFEED
OFF
Fuel selector inop. engine
OFF
Electric fuel pumps
(except in case of enginMriven pump failure,
electric fuel pump on operating engine side must be used)

....................................
........................................................
.................................................................

f

\

NOTE
Use crossfeed in level cruise flight only.
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................................................... ON
........................................................ OFF

Fuel selector operating engine
Fuel selector inop. engine

-

ENGINE DRI'JEN FUEL PUMP FAILURE
Electric fuel pump

.....................................................................

ON

L4FICING GE4R UNSAFE WARNINGS
Red light indicates gear in transt
Recycle gear if indication continues.
Light will illuminate and gear horn sounds when the gear is not down and
locked if throttles are at low settings or wing flaps are in second or third
notch posaion.
I

hlANUAL EXTENSION OF LANDING GEAR
Check following before extending gear manually:
CHECK
Circuit breakers
ON
Master switch
Alternators ..................................................................CHECK
OFF (daytime)
Navigation lights

............................................................
..........................................................................
.......................................................

To extend, proceed as follows:
Airspeed
REDUCE (100 KlAS MAX)
Gear relellor ............................. G W DOWN, LOCKED POSITION
Emerg. gear extend knob ....................................................... PULL
3 GREEN
Indicator lights .............................................................
Leave emergency gear extension knob out

................................................

(

GYRO SUCTION FAILURES
Suction below 4.5 in. Hg.
RPM
Altitude

............................................................... INCREASE TO 2700
................................................... DESCEND TO MAINTAIN

4.5 in. Hg.
Use electric turn indicator to monitor Directional Indicator and Attiiude
Indicator performance.
ELECTRICAL FAILURES
ALT annunciator light illuminated
Ammeters

(-

................................................

CHECK TO DETERMlNE
INOPERATIVE ALTERNATOR

If one ammeter shows zero
hop. ALT switch
OFF
Reduce etectncal loads to minimum
ALT circuit breaker
CHECK AND RESET AS REQUIRED
Inop. ALT switch
ON

.................................................................
...................

....................................................................
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i

If power is not restored
Inop. ALT switch
OFF
RE-ESTABUSH TO 60 amps. MAX.
Electrical loads
If both ammeters show zero
ALT switches
:
BOTH OFF
Reduce electrical loads to minimum
CHECK BOTH AND RESET
ALT circuit breakers
AS REQUIRED
ON ONE AT A TIME
ALT switches
Determine ALT showing LEAST(but not zero) amps
ALT switches .................................... LEAST LOAD ON OTHER OFF
Electrical loads ............................ RE-ESTABLISH TO 60 amps MAX

.................................................................
...........................
.................................. ..........................
...............................

...................................................

FOR AIRPLANES WITH SEPARATE BAT AND ALT SWITCH
OPERATION
If alternator outputs are NOT restored
OFF
BAT switch
ALT switches ................................................... ON ONE AT A TIME
If one or both alternator outputs are restored
REDUCE TO MINIMUM
Electrical loads
Land as soon as practical. The altematoqs) is the only remaining source
of electrical power.
NOTE
Due to increased system voltage and radio frequency
noise, operation with ALT swrtch ON and BAT switch
OFF should be made only when required by and
electrical system failure.
If alternator outputs are NOT restored
ALT switches
OFF
B A T Switch
ON AS REQUIRED
REDUCE TO MINIMUM
Electrical loads
Land as soon as practical. The battery is the only remaining source of
electn'cal power. Anticipate complete electrical system failure.

........................................................................

............................................

C

.............................................................. ....

................... .
.
..........................
............................................

WARNING
Compass error may exceed 10 degrees with both
alternators inopeative.
NOTE
If the battery Is depleted, the landing gear must be
lowered using the emergency gear extension procedure.
The gear position lights will be inoperative.
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ELECTRICAL OVERLOAD (Altarnators over 30 amps above known
electrical load)*
FOR AIRPLANES WlTH A SEPARATE BAT AElD ALT SWITCH O P E M I O N
ALT switches ...............................
ON
OFF
BAT switch
If atternator loads are reduced, this indicates a malfunction of the battery
andlor the battery wiring.
Electrical loads
REDUCE TO MIN.
Land as soon as practical. The aRemator(s) is the only remaining source
of electrical power.
NOTE
Due to increased system voitage and radio frequency noise,
operation with ALT switches ON and BAT switch OFF should
be made only when required by an electrical failure.

............................................
..............................................................................
...................................................

If alternator loads are NOT reduced
ALT switches
OFF
AS REQUIRED
BAT switch
REDUCE TO MINIMUM
Electrical loads
Land as soon as practical. The battery is the only remaining source of
electrical power. Anticipate complete electric failure.

.......................................................................
..........................................................
............................................

WARNING
Compass error may exceed 10 degrees with both atternaton
inoperative.
NOTE
If the battery is depleted, the landing gear must be lowered
using the emergency gear extension procedure. The gear
position lights will be inoperative.

SPIN RECOVERY (INTENTIONAL SPINS PROHIBITED)

............................................................ RETARD TO IDLE
.......................................................... FULL OPPOSITE TO
DlRECTlONOF SPIN
Control wheel ......................................RELEASE BACK PRESSURE
Control wheel ................................................... F U U FORWARD IF
NOSE DOES NOT DROP
Merons ...................................... .................................. NEUTRAL
Rudder ......................................................... NEUTRALIZE WHEN
ROTATION STOPS
.
.
.
...... SMOOTH BACK PRESSURE
Cantrol wheel ..................... .
Throttles
Rudder

TO RECOVER FROM DIVE
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NOTE
Federal Aviation Administration Regulations do not require
spin demonstration of mutkengine airplanes; therefore, spin
tests have not been conducted. The recovery technique
presented is based on the best available information.
OPEN DOOR (ENTRY DOOR ONLY)
If both upper and side latches are open, the door will trail slightty open and
airspeeds will be reduced slightly.
To close the door in flight
Slow airplane to 82 KlAS
Cabin vents ....................................................................... CLOSE
S t o m windows .................................................................... OPEN
If upper latch is open ........................................................... LATCH
PULL ON ARMREST WHILE
If side latch is open
MOVING LATCH HANDLE TO LATCHED POSITION
If both latches are open ....................................LATCH SIDE LATCH
M E N TOP N C H

...............................

.

PROPELLER OVERSPEED
Throttle ....................................................................RETARD
Oil pressure ....................................................................CHECK
Prop control ............................................... FULL DECREASE RPM,
THEN SET IF ANY COtVROL AVAllABLE
Airspeed ..........................,..................................................... REDUCE
Throttle ...................... AS REQUIRED TO REMAIN BELOW 2700 RPM

E:VERGENCY EXIT
Remove thermoplastic cover.
Pull handle fotward.
Push window o u t
EMERGENCY DESCENT

............................................................... CLOSE
............................................... FULL FORWARD
................................. ADJUST FOR SMOOTH OPERATION
............................................. EXTEND AT 140 KlAS

Throttle controls
Propeller controls
Mktures
Landing gear
Maintain

.........................................................................
8 9
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140 KIAS

I

q'-m-kLc/? <:I
Rotation speed is
knots
Computed takeoff distance is
feet
Runway length is
feet
Computed single engine climb performance is
fpm
If something significant happens before V1 we will stop the plane and take
necessary actions.
Above V1 we will take off and climb up to acceleration altitude, which is . . . . . .
ft with V2. V2 today is ......... KIAS. No actions will be taken below
acceleration altitude except raising landing gears and feathear the proper
engine. After acceleration altitude we will take the necessary actions.

TAKE OFF BRIEFING

Note: necessary actions mean actions must be taken by the appropriate
checklist. According to checklist pilot flying must take three actions.
1.Maintain control 2.Maintain control 3.Maintain control
LINEUP CHECK (immediately prior to taxing onto runway)
Pllot Window ...........................................................................CLOSED
ON
Landing Light ...................................................................................
Fuel Pumps .....................................................................................
ON
Transponder ............................................................................. ONJALT
Mixture ......................................................................................... RICH
Cabin Door ...................... ..............................................SECURE
LINEUP CHECK COMPLETE

.
.

-

CLIMB CHECK -1 I'.'- ? 7 9
Climb Power ................................................................................... SET
Gear ................................................................................ VERIFIED UP
Flaps ............................................................................... VERIFIED UP
OFF
Landing Light .................................................................................
Fuel Pumps ...................................................................................OFF
Cowl Flaps ................................................................... AS REQUIRED
CLIMB CHECK COMPLETE

L

CRUISE CHECK
Cruise Power ................................................................................ SET
Moctures .....................................................................................
LEAN
Engine Instruments ............................................................ CHECK
CowLFlaps ..................................................................
AS REQUIRED
CRUISE Expanded Checklist
WEATHER ATHINA VOLMET 127.80
WX AT DEST WX AT ALT WX ON ROUTE
WX AT DEP (due to CP or PNR)
Find ISA+PERFOMANCE
STABILIZE ALTITUDE SINGLE ENGINE IS
FEET
PASSENGER BRIEFING (for commercial transport)
OVER ANY WAYPOINT, VOR , NDB DOING 5T
(TUNE,TURN,TIME,THROrrLE,TALK)
CRUISE CHECK COMPLETE

-

i

Landing Light ............................................................................. ON
Fuel Pumps ..................................................................................... ON
M'ktures .......................................................................................
RICH
PRE MANEWER CHECK COMPLETE

OFF
Landing Light .................................................................................
Fuel Pumps ................................................................................... OFF
MWures .....................................................................................
LEAN
POST MANEUVER CHECK COMPLETE
DESCENT CHECK
Seat Beits ............................................................................ VERIFY
Fuel Selectors .............................................................................. ON
Mktures ................................................................................... CHECK
Cowl Flaps ........................................................................... CLOSED
DESCENT CHECK COMPLETE
APPROACHCHECK
Landing Light .............................................................. .............. ON
Fuel Pumps .............................................................................. ON
Mixtures .......................................................................................
RICH
Attimeter ...............................................................................
VERIFIED
APPROACH CHECK COMPLETE
LANDING CHECK
Flaps ........................................................................... AS REQUIRED
Landing Gear ............................................................................. DOWN
LANDING CHECK COMPLETE
FINAL CHECK
Fuel Selectors ................................................................................ ON
Gear ..........................................................................................DOWN
Mktures ...................................................................................... RICH
HIGH
Propellen .....................................................................................
FINAL CHECK COMPLETE
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AFTER LANDING CHECK
Wing Flaps ........................................................................... RETRACT
Cowl Flaps ................................................................................... OPEN
Mbhrres .......................................t.............................................. LEAN
Transponder ......................................................................... STANDBY
Landing Light ................................................................................. OFF
Fuel Pumps ................................................................................... OFF
AFTER LANDING CHECK COMPLETE
SHUTDOWN
Parking Brake ................................................................................. SET
Throttles .........................................................................1000 RPM
Avionics ......................................................................................... OFF
Electrical Switches ......................................................................... OFF
Mixtures .................................................................................CUTOFF
Anti-collision Lights ........................................................................ OFF
Mags .................................................................. OFF (after props stop)
Atternators ..................................................................................... OFF
Master ..........................................................................................OFF
RELEASE
Parking Brake ........................................................................
SHUTDOWN COMPLETE
SECUFUNG AIRCRAFT
Pilot Window .............................................................................. CLOSE
Mags ................................................................................ VERIFY OFF
Electrical Switches ........................................................... VERIFY OFF
Parking Brake ..................................................................VERIFY OFF
Hobbs ..................................................................................... RECORD
Flight Controls ........................................................................ SECURE
Door ........................................................................................... LOCK
Chocks ............................................................................IN PLACE
Tie downs .......................................................................... SECURE
Post Flight Inspection .........................................................COMPLETE
SECURING AIRCRAFT COMPLETE

(
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For Training Information Purposes Only
the best safety device in any aircraft is a well trained pilot . . .

INTRODUCTION
This amplified checklist does not replace the Seminole
Training Manual. The intent of this checklist is to provide a
study reference for the pilot and a means to improve
standardized procedures.

(
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This checklist can be used at the aircraft while learning to
preflight, start the engine, taxi, and run up the aircraft;
however, the student should begin using the abbreviated
checklist found in the Seminole Training Manual as quickly as
possible.
I

The transition from the amplified checklist to the abbreviated
checklist should be complete by the end of the fourth lesson.

i
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AMPLIFIED SEMINOLE CHECKLIST
COCKPIT PREPARATION: (Note 1)
PERFORMANCE
,NI , , ,

COMPLETE

-runway lengths verified
-takeoff and landing distances
computed
-aircraft weight below rnax TO
weight
-aircraft CG verified in limits
-weather briefed
-plan of action for flight
discussed

VERIFIED

-airworthiness certificate
for that N# aircraft in plain
view
-registration for that N#
aircraft
-radio station license for FSI
fleet
-POH for that N# aircraft
onboard
-Section 2 must contain a/c
limitations
-Section 6 note any weight
and balance supplements
-manual must contain aircraft
Equipment List
-operating limitations '
-all placards noted in section
2 of the POH must be
present and readable

-

AIRCRAFT
PAPERS

PARKING BRAKE SET

r

\

CARBON MONOXIDE
DETECTOR
CHECK

-Depress brake pedals, then
pull parking brake handle

-inner circle should not be
gray or biack
- d o not touch indicator
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MAGNETO
SWITCHES
ELECTRICAL
SWITCHES

0 FF

-visually check all panel
switches are off
-fan off
-heater off

AVIONICS

OFF

-avionics master off
-if no avionics master then
intercom I radiosInavs I ADF
I DMEI transponder off

CIRCUIT
BREAKERS

IN

-verify ail circuit breakers are
in except for equipment
disabled IIAIW FAR 91-213
-breakers extend 114" when
popped

COMPASS
DEVIATION
CARD

CHECK

-onboard and readable
-note deviations and apply to
nav log if appropriate.

COMPASS
SLAVE
SWITCH

SLAVE

MIXTURES

IDLE CUTOFF

TRIM
INDICATORS

NEUTRAL

LANDING GEAR

DOWN

PRIMERS

LOCKED

-both pitch and rudder trim
wheels turned until
aligned with neutral
indication

-check that knob will
not extend

FUEL
SELECTORS

PAGE 2
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CONTROL
WHEEL

FULL
MOVEMENT

-move yoke through full range
(left, right, fore and aft) in a
square pattern to
ensure proper operation
-verify no binding or
restrictions.

MASTER SWlTCH ON

-check prop area. clear first

ELECTRIC FUEL CHECK
PUMPS

-fuel pumps on verify positive
indication on fuel pressure
gauges
-listen for pumps, running
-fuel pumps off

FUEL
QUANTIlY

CHECK

-fuel gauges indicating
adequate fuel on board

LANDING GEAR
LIGHTS

THREE GREEN

ANNUNCIATOR

CHECK

-all lights illuminate

EXTERNAL
LIGHTS

CHECK

-turn on landinglnavigationl
anti collision lights and pitot
heat
-visually inspect all lights
illuminated
-verify pitot masthead warm
-turn off all lights and pitot
heat

Q

MASTER SWlTCH OFF
PITOTISTATIC
SYSTEM

DRAlN

-push drains located on the
lower cabin wall left of the
pilot seat for 2-3 seconds
-do not cover center of drain
with finger while draining
system
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ELT

ARMED

-check the pilot's remote
switch, located on the left side
panel is positioned to armed
-if no remote switch is present
the ELT has been armed at
the unit

EMERGENCY
EXIT

SECURE

-remove the plastic cover
from the left window, check
the emergency release
handle is closed and the
safety wire is attached and
intact
-visually inspect that the
locking mechanism arm is
vertical by looking through
the small hole in the cabin
wall under the window

EMPTY SEATS

SECURE-

-secure all loose items

CHECWSET

-check full movement for
correct operation -check no
binding or restrictions

FLAPS

40 DEGREES

(

COCKPIT PREPARATION COMPLETE (Note 2)

NOTES
1. An initial walk around will alert pilot to immediate key preflight
items:
-tires inflated with tread
-no fluid leaking out of the aircraft
-props not in horizontal position indicates aircraft
may need to be fueled
-hobbs time matches time on dispatch tag
Discrepancies found could be corrected while the pilot
preflights without causing significant departure delays.

2. Return control wheel to neutral wings level position
prior to leaving cabin to provide easy inspection of ailerons
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OUTSIDE CHECK (Note 1)
BAGGAGE DOOR SECUREILOCKED
\

FUEL DRAINS

DRAIN

-drain several inches of
fuel from each tank using
the Gatts fuel tester
-check correct color, no
sediment or water
-if contaminated, carefully
cycle fuel portion back into
the fuel tank, dump water on
ground, continue to drain
until fuel is clean
NOTE: be careful-do not drop
tip of tester into the fuel tank
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RIGHT WlNG

CHECK

,

RIGHT FUEL

CHECK

-check free of ice, snow,
frost, and other
extraneous substances
-verify flap locked ~n40
degree position.
-visually inspect flap for
cracks and dents on upper
and lower surfaces
-Rap hinges and bolts-no
corrosion, damage, or
operational interference
-control md end bearing
rotates slightly when turned
-visually inspect aileron
for cracks and dents on upper
and lower surfaces
-hinges and bolts show no
corrosion, damage or
operational interference
-control rod end bearing
rotates slightly when turned
-static wicks secure
NOTE:-only move the aileron
using the rib opposite the
control rod. Do not rock
aileron up and down, full
movement has already been
verified
-inspect full length of wing for
cracks and dents and clear of
frost, snow, or other
extraneous substances
-no missing or working rivets
-inspection plates under wing
in place and secured
-no damage to wing tip
-full vent unobstructed
-quantity should match the
indication on the fuel quantity
gauge
-check proper color
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CHECK

RIGHT
TIE DOWN

REMOVE

RIGHT
CHOCK

REMOVE

-chocks placed outside of the
tie down stake

RlGHT LANDING

CHECK

-visually inspect gear for
any cracks or leaking fluid
-all cotter pins secure with
bolts attached
-down lock secure
-no cracks on spring
attachment points
-strut extension 2.6" +/-.2Sn
-proper tire inflation (55 psi)
-sidewalls should not bulge
excessively, check no cord
showing and no cuts
-inspect brakes for corrosion,
no hydraulic fluid leaking,
brake shoes not worn to
metal

GEAR

C

'

,-

-minimum 4 quarts
-ensure dipstick is snug, but
not over tightened

RIGHT
ENGINE OIL

RIGHT
NACELLE

CHECK

-not bent or cracked
-no missing or working rivets

RIGHT
PROPELLER

CHECK

-prop area clear
-visually inspect for nicks
and cracks
-spinner securelnot cracked

EXHAUST

CHECK

-slight fore and aft movement
is acceptable
-no side movement allowed
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NOSE GEAR

CHECK

-check as right gear
-strut extension 2.7" +I-.25"
-tire inflation (50 psi)

WINDSHIELD

CHECK

-check windshield and side
windows are clean and free
of dust, dirt, and bugs etc

LEFT
ENGINE OIL

CHECK

-minimum 4 quarts
-ensure dipstick is snug, but
not over tightened

LEFT NACELLE

CHECK

-check as right nacelle

LEFT
PROPELLER

CHECK

-check as right propeller

LEFT
LANDING GEAR

CHECK

-check as right gear

LEFT CHOCK

REMOVE

-chocks placed outside of the
tie down stake

LEFT
TIE DOWN

REMOVE

LEFT FUEL

CHECK

-check as right fuel

STALL WARNING
VANES
CHECK
LEFT WlNG

CHECK

PlTOT MAST

CHECK

TAIL TIE DOWN

3

check for freedom of
movement
-check as right wing
-check ram and static ports
unobstructed
-if blocked, notify maintenance

REMOVE
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EMPENNAGE

CHECK

ANTENNAS

CHECK

-check free of ice, snow, frost
and other extraneous
substances
-check all vertical and
horizontal surfaces for cracks
or dents
-no missing or working rivets
-check rudder hinge points
-check stabilator and
anti-sew0 tab for damage or
operational interference
Note: -do not push or pull
rudder
-air intake clear of
obstructions
-aircraft data plate secure
-check tail cone and skid for
damage
-check secure

OUTSIDE CHECK COMPLETE

NOTES
1. Never force a surface on the aircraft to move. If you suspect
a problem notify maintenance.
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BEFORE ENGINE START
PREFLIGHT
INSPECTION

COMPLETE

PASSENGER
BRIEFING

COMPLETE

-explain when and how to use
the seat belts
-explain how to open the door
and the emergency exit
-explain where to meet outside
the aircraft
-explain FSl's policy of no
smoking, no drinking, no
eating in the aircraft

(

i

-ensure all occupants secure

SEAT BELTS1
SHOULDER
HARNESSES

FASTEN

PARKING
BRAKE

SET

CIRCUIT
BREAKERS

IN

-all in except for equipment
disabled l l M FAR 91-213

AVIONICS

OFF

-verify avionics master off
-if avionics master is not
installed, verify cornm/nav/
transponderlDMUADF1
and intercom switches off

COWL FLAPS

OPEN

-when open .the cowl
ffap lever is-extended
to the floor of the cabin

CARB HEAT

OFF

MASTER
SWITCH
ALTERNATORS
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NAV LIGHTS

AS
REQUIRED

MIXTURES

RICH

PROPELLERS

HIGH

- o n from sunset to sunrise
-nav lights w~lldim the
gear lights

STARTING ENGINES
(Start left engine then-right using the following steps)

-

ANTICOLLISION
LIGHTS

ON

FUEL PUMP

ON

MAGNETOS

0N

THROTTLE

CLOSED

PRIMER

AS
REQUIRED

-.5-8 psi indicated on the
fuel pressure gauge

- 3-5 pumps in cold weather

operations.
(approximately 50°F & below)

PROPELLER
AREA

CLEAR

-visually and verbally clear
the area around the prop
and behind aircraft

STARTER

ENGAGE

-if engine does not start after
10 seconds, disengage starter
and evaluate problem
-wait 15-20 seconds and
engage again for no more
than 10 seconds.
-if after 2 or 3 attempts, set
throttle open %" and engage
for 2 or 3 more attempts.
-if no start then contact
maintenance for assistance.
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-if away from Vero Beach, wait
15 minutes, then prime
manually 2 to 3 strokes and
engage again.
-if more priming is needed,
prime as required
-if engine is flooded, use
flooded start checklist
-prolonged use of the starter
can cause damage, wait 2
minutes for the starter to cool
prior to engaging it again
THROTLE

1000 RPM

OIL PRESSURE

CHECK

-anytime aircraft is not moving
the throttle should be set at
1000 rpm
-1000 rpm provides adequate
cooling and prevents plug
fouling.
-after engine start frequently
verify prop area is clear and
that the aircraft is not moving.
-no annunciator light with both
engines operating
-pressure gauge should
indicate above 25 psi at idle
-it is common to have high oil
pressure with low oil temp.
pressure must be in the
green arc by takeoff

-

(-

.

FUEL PUMP

OFF

MiXTURE

LEAN
-leaning on the ground is
SLIGHT RISE accomplished by retarding
the mixture until the pilot sees
a slight rise in rprn, then reset
the throttle for the desired rpm
-failure to lean will result in
spark plug fouling

-pressure must remain in
the green arc
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AMMETER

CHECK

-no annunciator light with both
engines operating
-ammeter should indicate
positive reading
-low readings and
fluctuations are common at
low rpm settings
-alt needs 2000 rpms to
produce 60 amps

VACUUM

CHECK

-no annunciator light with both
engines operating
-vacuum gauge indicates
positive reading (4.8-5.2
PSI normal)
-lower than normal pressure
indications are common at
low rpm settings

i'

ENGINE START COMPLETE

-

STARTING ENGINES WHEN HOT
PROCEDURE IS THE SAME AS THE NORMAL START

FLOODED START

PROCEDURE THE SAME AS THE NORMAL START EXCEPT

,
-

-.

-THROTTLE

FULL OPEN

-MIXTURE

IDLE CUT

OFF

-mixture remains cut off until
engine start, then mixture rich
and throtle 1000 rpm
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BEFORE TAXI CHECK

LEFT AND
RIGHT FUEL
SELECTOR

CROSSFEED -crossfeed is the fuH aft
position on the selector

RADIO MASTER

ON

-if no avionics master
turn on all radio equipment
individually

AT1S

CHECK

-ATIS information. received
during preflight planning
must be verified

ALTIMETER

SET

INSTRUMENTS EXPANDED CHECKLIST

MAG COMPASS

CHECK

-full of fluid
-no bubbles
-indicates known heading

AIRSPEED
INDICATOR

CHECK

-reads zero

AlTlTUDE
INDICATOR

CHECK

-gyro erect within 5
minutes
-set miniature aircraft
on 90 degree indicies ,

TURN
COORDINATOR

CHECK

-no flag
-wings level
-inclinometer full of fluid
-ball may not be centered
if parked on a slope
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HSI

CHECK

-gyro erect within 5 minutes
-should indicate mag compass
heading
-if not select free mode, reset
heading. and return to the
slaved position

VERTICAL
SPEED
INDICATOR

CHECK

-if indication is not zero
reference this point as zero
for the duration of the
flight

CLOCK

CHECK

-set time as required

COMINAVIXPNDR CHECK

-check the equipment required
for the flight
-use expanded checklist
provided as appropriate for
your flight

CHECK

-verify the electric pitch trim by
ensuring that the trim wheel
moves as you depress the
trim switch
-test the interrupt switch noting
no movement of the trim
wheel while depressing the
trim switch and the interrupt
switch simultaneously.
-note no trim wheel movement
when you turn off the electric
trim onloff switch located
under the yoke and depress
the electric trim switch
-after tests are complete, turn
the electric trim on and verify
the trim indicator is set to
neutral
-verify rudder trim is set to
neutral
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IFR CLEARANCE AS REQUIRED
LEFT AND RIGHT ON
FUEL SELECTOR
EXTERNAL
LIGHTS

-verify both selectors are in the
on position (full foreword)
('

AS REQUIRED

BEFORE TAXl CHECK COMPLETE
TAXl CHECK
PARKING
BRAKE

RELEASE

-clear area left and right
-do not taxi with fuel
truck in your taxi lane

BRAKES

CHECK

-both pilots verify their
brakes operational

STEERING

CHECK

- d o not deviate from yellow
line for steering check.
-use turns made in normal
course of taxi operations

DGTT&B/AI

CHECK

- d o not complete this check
on the ramp
-use turns along the taxiway
to ensure:
-HSI heading change agrees
with the mag compass
-T&B indicator shows a turn
in the direction the aircraft is
turning and the ball deflects
in the opposite direction
-A1 banks less than 5
degrees

TAXI CHECK COMPLETE
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1. Maintain a taxi speed that aHows for complete aircraft control
and the ability to stop the aircraft promptly. Power should be at
idle-prior to using the brakes to slow the aircratl.

RUNUP CHECK
PARKING BRAKE SET

@

-guard the toe brakes

MIXTURES

RICH

THROlTLES

2000 RPM

-frequently check aircraft
not moving

MIXTURES

LEAN

-lean to a slight rise
then adjust the throttles
to reset 2000 rpm

MAGNETOS

CHECK

-check each left engine mag
then each right engine mag.
-check RPM drop is 175 rprn
or less
-difference between left/right
mag drop should not exceed
50 rpm
-rough running mag can
indicate plug fouling.
Attempt to clear as follows:
-mixture rich
-throttle 2400 rpm and lean
mixture to a slight rise;
run for 30-45 seconds;
adjust throttle to 2000 rpm;
recheck mag
-operational check of each
mag should not exceed 5
seconds
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PROPELLER
GOVERNORS

-adjust prop levers to1800 rpm
and ensure that they maintain
1800 rpm, then return props
to high rpm
- d o this 3 times on first flight of
the day

CHECK

ENGINE
INSTRUMENTS

CHECK

-all engine instruments must
be within the normal
operating range

AMMETER

CHECK

-no annunciator light
-reading appropriate to
equipment being used

VACUUM

CHECK

-no annunciator light
-vacuum gauge indicates
4.8 5.2 PSI pressure

THROTTLES

1500 RPM

PROPELLER
FEATHER

CHECK

CARE HEAT

ON

THROTTLES

IDLE

(

-

-adjust the left prop lever to
the feathered position, after
a drop of 200400 rpm adjust
the prop lever to high rpm
Note-the max drop is 500 rpm
-repeat this procedure for
the right prop
-pull out on the carb heat lever
then place in the down
position, note a slight drop in
rpm.
-engine should not falter at idle
-Note slight rise in RPM

CARS HEAT

OFF

THROTTES

1000 RPM

RUNUP COMPLETE
PAGE 18
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BEFORE TAKEOFF CHECK
ANNUNCIATOR

PRESS TO TEST

SET

A'TnTUDE
INDICATOR

SET

-recheck miniature aircraft on
the 90 degree indices

HSI

SET

-compare heading to magnetic
compass and reset as
necessary

CONTROLS

CHECK

-move yoke through the full
range (left, right, fore, and aft)
using a square pattern to
ensure proper operation
a square pattern as before
-verify no binging or
restrictions

PROPELLERS

HIGH

QUADRANT
FRICTION
LOCK

SET

CARE HEAT

OFF

PRIMERS

LOCKED

COWL FLAPS

OPEN

FLAPS

SET

TRIM

SET

-pitch trim set slightly
aft for takeoff
-rudder trim remains neutral

FUEL
SELECTORS
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Purposes Only
For ~rainin~~lnformation

the best safety device in any aircraft is a well trained pilot. . .

THE SEMINOLE TRAINING MANUALCHECKLISTHAS BEEN WRllTEN AND
COMPILED FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF PILOTTRAINING. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED WlTHlN IS TO BE USED FORTRAININGPURPOSES
ONLY BY FLIGHT SAFETY INTERNATIONAL, INC.

Q 1993
FLIGHTSAFETYINTERNATIONAL, INC.
Marine Air Terminal
LaGuardia Airport
New York, New York 11371

Checklii discipline, aircraft knowledge and thorough compliance
with established procedure are essential skills of a safe pilot.
We have presented in this checkl'ist the required normal and
emergency procedures for the safe operation of the Seminole as
specified in the Information Manual provided by Piper Aircraft.
FligMSafety aircraft flight training standardization fads and airplane
takeoff landing and cruise performance charts are included in
separate sections.
Pilots should begin committing the checklist to memorj early in
training to increase operational knowledge of the aircraft and
provide a basis for decisive action.
For single pilot operations it is imperative that pilots thoroughly
familiarize themselves with all operating procedures and not
develop a dependency on reading a checklist as a means of
conducting flight. We stress that the pilot should develop the
proficiency to accomplish procedures unaided as stated in each
section of the checklist. The checklist is then read to verify and
check that each item has been correctly and completely performed
and as a guard against omitting any required adion.
Three principles which govem the manner procedures are
presented in this checklist should be you guide:
READ and DO: Most sections of this checklist consist of "Read
and Do" tasks. These are procedures performed under normal
flight conditions. They may be carried out in sequence at pilot
discretion by dired reading of the checWist as each item is
performed. These sections and checklist lines have no special
markings.
FROM MEMORY: Certain times during normal flight the pilot is
expected to be able to complete tasks contained in the checklist
without the direct aid of reading the checklist when performed.
As an example a pilot should establish climb power retract the
landing gear and otherwise reconfigure the aircraft after takeoff
while attention b diverted to scanning for other traffic
communications and navigation tasks. At this time of high
workload the pilot is not expected to read the checklist and
tasks should be completed from memory. When time and
workload permit the After Takeoff climb checks should then be
read to verify each task had been correctly performed. In the
normal procedures section these "From Memory" areas are
enclosed in a black thin-line box

ii
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CRITICAL to FLIGHT: Following a system failure or other
emergency, there are certain minimum required adions to be
taken to ensure safety. Once these "critical action" items are
performed, aircraft control and continued tight should be
possible during which remaining elements of the emergency
condition can be resolved by direct reference to the checklii in
a "read and do" manner. In the emergency procedures
section, these "critical action" items are outlined in a red
thin-line box Each pilot should commit these to memory to the
exlent they become automatic response.

IMPORTANT NOTE: This checklii contains procedures that are
recommended for normal operations or if an emergency condition
should occur. They are suggested by Piper Aircraff Corporation as
the best course of action for the listed condition, but are not a
substitute for sound judgment and common sense. Since
emergencies rarely happen in modem aircraft, their occurrence is
generally unexpected and the best corrective adion may not akays
be immediateiy obvious. Therefore, students are expected to
become fully familiar with the procedures in this checklist as a
response and be prepared to take appropriate action. The checklist
is intended to provide a ready source of reference and to provide
information which is particular to the Seminole and that may not be
the same for other aircraft you have flown before.
This checkkt is based upon the Seminole airplane operafing
pmcedures in the Airplane Inhrmation Manual pmvided by Piper
Aircraft. Specific procedures, performance, and limitations for other
aricraft may be different Pilots should consult the FAA approved
flight manual for differences when flying other Seminole types.

The pilot in command is responsible for determining that the
airplane is ailworthy and safe for flight. The pilot is also
responsible for remaining within the operating limitations
outlined by the FAA approved Flight Manual, instrument
markings, and placards.

tf an inconsistency of information exMs between this
checklist and the FAA approved Flight Manual, the Flight
Manual shall be the authority.

iii
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
PA44 POWEWCONFIGURATlONTABLE
Two Engine Table
vertical

Cbst
vref+35
Vref+35
Vref+35
Vref +25
Vref +25
Vref +25

1

110
110
110

1W
1W
1W

I
Class

Speed
Vref +251
1W
h r e f +251 100
Vref +25
1W
Vref +25
100
Vref +25
Vref+l5
'Vref t5

I

gear up/lkpsO
gear up/lbps 0
gear upllkps 0

+I
-2

gear upflaps 10
gear uphlaps 10
gear downiflaps 10

+1

-

Sinale
., Enaine Table

I vertical l

I

I

Power
speed
1 25"r2500 1 0
1 iU"r2SM) I 500
0
25~12500

1877.503

1W

ZnMOO

90

2
3
23?2%2

80

Pitch

0
18-2300
500
13;ZMO
i3~mcO +%a
18"mOO
0
137333 1 500
21~IFullRPMl 0

I

1

Conngurstio

swed

Power

Speed

+3
-2

+1

Configuration
I
gear up/flaps 0
1
1
aear uoifla~s
0
1
.
,
gear uplflaps 10
-5%
gear uplilaps 10
500 gear downflaps 10 (J deg gp)
-450
~ gear
~ down/llaps 10 (3 deg gp)
4CO gear dowrdlhps 25 (3 deg gp)

-

I

I

I

I

Pich
0
-2

1

0
-2
-2
-1

-2

This table shows the power settings and configurations required to fly the
PA44 at the appropriate approach speeds. All power settings are
approximate, temperature, wind and turbulence may effect ~equired
power settings. For example, 110 kb requires approximately 18" MP
and 2300 RPM - o n a given day it may take 19" or 17". The tables make
use of the rule of thumb that 1 " MP equals 100 fpm. dimbidescent or 5
kt airspeed.
On short final and landing assured configure flaps 25 degrees and
stabilize at 80 KIAS.
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VISUAL FLIGHT PROCEDURES PA 44
These are the normal procedural steps to be followed when conducting
VFR training in the PA-44 Seminole. All manewen win require the premaneuver checklist be completed prior to c5mmencing the maneuver. At
the conclusion of the in-flight manewen the post-maneuver checklist will
normally be completed.
Pre-Manewer Checklist
1. Landing light on
2 Fuel pumps on
3. Mktures rich

Post Manewer Checklist
1. Landing light off
2 Fuel pumps off
3. M'ktures lean
(Use E.G.T.)

Simulated engine failures will be initiated by the instructor as follows:
Ground
Ground to 500 R AG.L
500 R AG.L to 4000 R A G . L
4000 f t AG.L or above

Throttle or M'kiure Prior to 28 kts
Prohibted
Retard throttle only
Throttle, mixture or fuel
selector vahe

Vyse, Vmc, engine securing demonstration will be conducted at 4000
AG.L or above.

-C1-
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NORMAL TAKEOFF AND CUMB

REF.AC61-21A page 85,243
Objective:
The normal takeoff is one in which'the airplane is headed diredly
into the wind or the wind is very light. and the takeoff surface is firm
with no obstructions along the takeoff path, and is of sufficient length
to permit the airplane to gradually accelerate to normal climbing
speed (Vy).

Eiements:
Lineup ChecWist complete
Taxi ~ntotake off position
Full throttle (2700 rpm)
4. Check engine instruments
5. Airspeed nsing
6. Rotate at 75 knots
7. Hold approximately 10 degree nose up
8. Climb out at Vy (88 knots)
9. Gear up (positive rate)
10. At 500 R pitch to approximately 5 degrees, accelerate to 105 kts,
and adjust power to 25' MP and 2500 RPM
11. Perform climb check

1.
2.
3.

STANDARDS: FAAS-8081-1214 Commercial PTS page 2-11
FAA-S-8081-?AM Private PTS page 1-13
F W 0 8 1 S A M Flight Instructor PTS page 2-30
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

CROSS WINO TAKEOFF AND CUMB

REF. AC61-21A page 89,230
Objedive:
The cross wind takeoff technique is used to maintain proper ground
track while departing a firm or soR runway. This invotves the coned
use of aileronlrudder cross controL
Elements:
1. Note wind direction and speed
2. Lineup checklist complete
3. Taxi into takeoff position
4. Deflect ailerons into wind use rudder as required for directional
control
5. Full throtUe (2700 rpm)
6. Check engine instruments
7. Airspeed rising
8. As speed builds reduce aileron and vary rudder inputs to maintain,
proper directional control
9. Rotate at 75 knots
10. Hold approximately 10 degree nose up
11. Climb out at Vy (88 knots)
12. Gear up (positive rate)
13. At 500 ft pitch to approximately 5 degrees, accelerate to 105 kt,
adjust power to 25' MP and 2500 RPM
14. Perform ctimb check

-

STANDARDS: FM-S-8081-12A Commercial PTS page 2-11
FAAS-8081-?AM Private PTS page 1-13
FAAS-8081-6AM flight Instructor PTS page 2-30
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FOR TR4INING PURPOSES ONLY

STEEP TURNS

REF. AC61-21A page 158, a 0
Objective:
This rnanewer consists of a turn in either direction using a bank
steep enough to cause an over bankmg tendency during which
maximum turning pedorrnance is attained and relatively high load
factors imposed.
Elements:
1. Reduce throttles to 17"MP12300 RPM to obtain 110 knots
2. Establish bank of 45 degrees or 50 degrees as appropriate
3. Adjust pitch, bank angle and power as necessary to maintain
altitudelainpeed (approximately 20' MP)
4. ARer completing a 360 degree turn, roll wings level and immediately
start a steep turn in the opposite direction adjusting ptch, bank and
power as necessary to maintain altitude and airspeed.
5. Time roll out so that wings reach level flight on entry heading.

STANDARDS: FM-S-8081-12A Commercial PTS page 2-15
FAA-S-8081-14MPrivate PTS page 2-12
FM-S-8081-6AM Flight Instructor PTS page 2 5 1
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FOR TRAINtNG PURPOSES ONLY

POWER OFF STALL
REF. AC61-21A page 147, 149,230
Objective:
. The practice of power-off stalls is usually performed with normal
landing approach conditions in simulation of an accidental stall
occurring during landing approaches. These stalls may also be
practiced out of shallow l e t and right tums using a 30 degrees bank
Elements:
1. Set throttles to 15"MP
2. Gear down below Vle (140) kts
3. Flaps down below Vfe (111) kts
4. Propellen to HIGH below 100 Ms
5. Maintain aitiiude until 80 KIAS then establish a straight glide or a
gliding turn at 80 KIAS.
6. Establish and maintain a landing pitch attitude that will induca an
imminent or full stall while smoothly reducing pawer to idle and
maintaining the descent
7. Announce onset of the stall
Full Stall Recovery (Private Pilot)
8. Upon stall, sirnultaneousty apply full power, reduce AOA and level
wings to recover.
9. Slowiy pitch to Vy Attiiude (approximately 10 degrees) while
retracting flaps to 25 degrees
10. Gear up (Positiie Rate)
11. Accelerating through Vx (82 KIAS) retract remaining flaps and
accelerate to Vy (88 KIAS)
12. Recover to cruise
Imminent Stall Recovery (Commercial Pilot)
8. Upon imminent stall, simultaneously apply full pawer, reduce AOA
and level wings to recover.
9. Slowly pitch to Vy Attiiude (approximately 10 degrees) while
retracting flaps to 25 degrees
10. Gear up (Positive Rate)
11. Accelerating through Vx (82 KIAS) retract remaining flaps and
accelerate to Vy (88 KIAS)
12 Recover to cruise

STANDARDS: FMS-8081-1% Commercial PTS page 2-20
FAA-S-8081-14M Private PTS page 2-22
FMS-8081-6AM Flight Instructor PTS page 2-42
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

SHORT FIELD TAKEOFF AND CUM5
REF. AC61-21A page 91, 244
Objective:
Taking off and climbing from fields where the takeoff area is
restricted by obstructions requires that the pilot operate the airplane
at the limit of its takeoff capabiliies. The pilot must use all available
runway, correctly configure the airplane, develop maximum available
horsepower before brake release, rotate at the correct speed, climb
at Vx to clear the obstacle, accelerate to Vy then cycle gear up.

Elements:
Lineup Checklist complete
Taxi into takeoff position
3. Hold brakes
4. Full throttle (2700 rpm)
5. Check engine instruments
6. Release brakes
7, Airspeed rising
8. Rotate and lfl off at 70 knots
9. Pitch to approximately 12 degrees
10. Maintain Vx attitude until obstacle cleared
11. Pitch to approximately 10 degrees,
12. Gear up (Posfive Rate)
13. At 500' pitch to approximately 5 degrees, accelerate to 105 Ms,
adjust power to 25" MP and 2500 RPM
14. Perform climb check
1.
2.

/
\

STANDARDS:

FAA-S-8081-1ZA Commercial PTS page 2-12
FAAS-8081-1Ah4 Private PTS page 1-14

FAA-S-8081-6AM Flight Instructor PTS page 2-31
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
MANEUVERING DURING SLOW FUGHT
REF. AC61-21A page 149.230
Objective:
This manewer demonstrates the flight characteristics and degree of
contruflabiiity of an airplane at a slower speed. The ability to
determine the characteristic control responses of any airplane is of
great importance to pilots.
Elements:
1 Set throttles to 15"MP
2. Establish target configuration (Clean or Dirty)
3. Propellers to high below 100 M
4. When airs~eedreaches 68 Ms set Dower as reauired
5. Turns, ~lir;?bs,and Descents may be practiced in this configuration
8. Recover to normal cruise (use full power), while maintaining altitude
Table:
CONFIG Airspeed
Clean:
68 Knots
68 Knots
Dirty:

PWR
18"/HIGH
21"RIIGH

REMARKS
Flaps up/Gear up
Flaps 4OIGear down

STANDARDS: FAPA-8081-1% Commercial PTS page 2-20
FAAS-8081-1AM Private PTS page 1-24
FAAS-8081-6AM Flight Instructor PTS page 2-43
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
POWER ON STALL
REF. AC61-21A page 148, 149, 230
Objetiive:
Power-on stall recoveries are practiced from straight climbs, and
climbing turns with 20 degrees of bank to simulate an accidental
stall occurring during takeoffs and departure dimbs.
Elements:
1. Set throttles to 15"MP
2. Gear down below Vle (140) Ms
3. Propellers to HIGH below 100 kts
4. Stabiiie at Vx (82)with 18MP
5. Establish a pitch attiiude, straight ahead or in a turn, that will induce
an imminent or full stall
6. Announce the onset of the stall
Full Stall Recovery (Private Pilot)
7. Upon stall simuRaneously apply full power, reduce AO4, and level
wings to recover.
8. Slowly pitch to VY attitude
9. Gear up (Positive Rate), accelerate to Vy (88 KIAS)
10. Recover to cruise.

Imminent Stall Recovery (Commercial Pilot)
7. Upon imminent stall simultaneously apply full power, reduce A 0 4
and level wings to recover.
8. Slowly pitch to VY attiiude
9. Gear Up. Positive rate, accelerate to VY (88lUAS)
10. Recover to cruise

STANDARDS: FAA-S-8081-14M Private Pilot PTS page 2-23
FAA-S-8081-12A Commercial PTS page 2-21
F M 0 8 1 - 6 ME Instructor PTS page 2-40
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

ENGINE FAILURE ON TAKEOFF BEFORE VMC

REF. A-1-21

page 244

Objective:
A multi-engine pilot must always be prepared for possible engine
failure while making a takeoff. If this failure should occur before Vr
Elements:
1. Reduce throffles to idle
2 Maintain aircraft control
3. Brake straight ahead
STANDARDS: FAAS-8081-12A Commercial PTS page 2-26
FAA4-8081 -14M Private PTS page 2-32
FAAS-8081-6AM Flight Instructor PTS page 2-62

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

ENGINE FAILURE AFTER LIFrOFF

REF. ACf31-21 page 244
Objecttve:
A m u k n g i n e pilot must have a plan of adion to cope with an
engine failure prior to a takeoff. The pilot must be prepared to land
immediately if the failure occurs under conditions where the aircan
can not maintain altitude (negative climb performance). If the aircraft
has positive climb performance the pilot must decide whether to
abandon the take-off if adequate runway remains to land or to
continue the take-off accelerating to and maintaining Vyse while
insuring flaps and gear are in the retracted posttion and the propeller
of the inoperative engine is feathered.
Elements (decision made to abort the takeoff):

1. Reduce throttles to idle
2. Maintain aircraft control
3.

Land airplane cfear of obstacles

Elements (decision made to continue the take-off):

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
8.
7.
8.

Maintain minimum speed of Vxse and 5 degrees bank toward good
engine
Venfy takeoff power (mixtures, propellers, throttles)
Venfy flaps and gear are up
Identify failed englne
Verify by reducing throttle on dead engine
Feather dead engtne
M.Mure of inop engine - idle cut off
Maintain Vxse until obstructions are cleared, then Vyse

STANDARDS: FAA-S-8081-12A Commercial PTS page 2-26
FAAS-8081- lAM M t e PTS page 4-34
FAAS8081-6Ah4 Flight Instructor PTS page 2-63

I

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

ENGINE FAILURE EN ROUTE- MANEWEWNG WlTH ONE ENGINE
INOP
REF. AC61-21 page 246

f
0bjective:
When an engine fails enroute the pilot has more time to read to the
emergency. They should use a precise procedure for handling this
emergency. The steps are: 1) Venfy POWER;
2) Venfy
PERFORMANCE; 3) Take necessary ACTION
Power:
1. M'khres are rich
2. Propdlen set to high RPM
3. Throttles set to full power
Performance:
1. Flaps are verified up
2. Gear are vefied up
Action:
1. Identify failed engine
2. Venfy the engine by reducing throttle on dead engine
3. If afitude permits attempt to restore power
4. Feather that propeller if not able to restore power
5. Mbhrre on dead engine to idle cutoff6. Cowl flap on dead engine is closed
7. Cowl flap on good engine as required
8. Set single engine cruise of 2FMPR500 RPM
9. Trim airplane using both stabilator and rudder trim
10. Perform engine securing checklist

STANDARDS: FAAS8081-Y2A Commercial PTS page 2-23
FAAS-8081-1AM Private PTS page 1-33

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

FUGHT PRINCIPLES- ENGINE INOPERATWE
DEMONSTRATING EFFECTS OF VARIOUS AIRSPEEDS &
CONFIGURATIONS DURING ENGINE INOPERATIVE
PERFORMANCE

\

REF. AC61-21

Objective:
This demonstration will show that if the airspeed is varied from Vyse,
aircraR performance will be degraded. Therefore, the pilot should
maintain Vyse ifthey are trying to obtain maximum climb
performance while flying single engine. It will also show the effects
of various configurations on performance while fiying single engine.
Elements:
1. Reduce throttles to 15"MP
2. Maintain constant altitude while slowing plane to Vyse
3. Set IeWright engine to zero thrust (11.5" MP 2000 RPM)
4. Propeller and throttle full forward on righffleft engine while pitching to
maintain Vyse.
(Vyse)
5. Stabilize in single engine climb at Vyse and note VSI reading
6. Reduce airspeed to Vyse 10 knots (78 kk) and note VSI reading
7. Increase airspeed to Vyse + 10 knots (98 Ms) and note VSI reading

-

(Effects of Configuration)
8. Re-stabilbe at Vyse
9. Lower landing gear and note VSI reading
10. Extend full flaps and note VSI reading
11. Raise landing gear and note VSI reading
12 Raise flaps
13. Windmill IeNright engine and note VSI reading
14. Return to normal cruisa
STANDARDS: FAA-S-8081-12A Commercial PTS page 2 3 1
FAAS-8081-1AM Private PTS page 1-32
FAA-S-808ldAM Flight Instructor PTS page 2-61
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
ENGINE INOPERATlVE LOSS OF DlRECflONAL CONTROL
DEMONSTRATION

REF. AC61-21 page 2?.7

-d

NL.

Objective:
This maneuver will demonstrate the effect that reduced ainpeed
has on directional control while experiencing an inoperative engine.
It will also demonstrate the appropriate control responses to this
loss of directional control.
Elements:
1. Reduce throttles to 1S'MP
2 Maintain constant attitude while reducing airspeed to Vyse
3. Props high below 100 Ms
4. Open w w l flaps
5. LeR engine throttle to idle (windmill)
6. At Vyse set maximum power on right engine
7. Bank 5 degrees into good engine
8. Slowiy reduce ainpeed while maintaining directional control
(1 kt per sec)
9. Announce the first indication of loss of directional control or stall and
promptty recover by reducing AOA and retarding power as
necessary to regain directional control.
10. As airspeed increases set maximum power on good engine,
accelerate to Vyse
STANDARDS: FAA-S-6081-1214 Commercial PTS page 2-24
FM-S-8081-1AM Private PTS page 1-30
FM-S-8081-6AM Flight Instructor PTS page 2-62

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
EmGEElCY DESCENT

REF. AC 61-21A page 160, Seminole information manual page 3-23
Objective:
This manewer is a procedure for establishing the fastest practical
rate of descent during emergency conditions which may arise as a
result of an uncontrolled fire, a sudden loss of cabin pressurfzation,
or any other situation demanding an immediate and rapid descant
Elements:
1. Throttles close
2 Propellers full forward
3. Adjust airspeed to 140 KlAS
4. Extend the landing gear at or below 140 KlAS
5. Check wing flaps up and cowl flaps closed

NOTE 1.
Bank 30 to 45 degrees for at least 90 degrees heading change in the
descent to clear the area below and maintain positive load factor.
NOTE 2
For training purposes the manewer should be terminated as soon as the
descent is stabilied to prevent shock cooling the engine.
STANDARDS: FAAS-8081-14M Pnvate Pilot PTS page 2-28
FAAS-8081-12A Commercial Pilot PTS page 2-23
FAAS-8081-6AM Flight InstructorPTS page 2-52

-C15-
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

TURNS AROUND A POINT
REF. AC81-21A page 137
Objedive:
The turns around a point is a profluency maneuver used to help the
pilot develop the ability to control the aircraft while dividing attention
between night path and traffic, while maintaining a constant radius
around a reference point and using an angle of bank no greater than
45 degrees. Drift control must be maintained throughout the entire
maneuver.
Elements:
1. Establish 110 knots (18" MP12300 RPM)
2 Seled a ground reference point near an area where an emergency
landing can be made.
3. Enter downwind of selected point at 800 it
4. Maintain constant altitude and radius around point while adjusting
bank and drift correction using approximately but not to exceed 45
degrees of bank
Depart
maneuver on entry heading
5.
STANDARDS: FAAS-8081-14M Private Pilot PTS page 2-18
FAAS-8081-6AM Flight Instructor PTS page 2-55

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
S-TURNS ACROSS A ROAD
REF. AC61-21A page 136

0bjective:
S l u m s are used to develop pilot's abilii to compensate for driR
during turns along a selected reference on the ground. The
maneuver consists of crossing a road at a 90 degree angle and
beginning a series of 180 degree turns of equal radius in opposite
directions,
re-crossing the road at a 90 degree angle, just as each 180 degree
turn is completed.
Elements:
1. Establish 110 knots (18" MPR300 RPM)
2. Select a road where a safe landing can be made if required, and
enter downwind at 800 R
3. Apply wind drift correction and bank angle to track a constant radius
180 degree turn back towards the road using approximately but not
to exceed 45 degrees of bank
4. At 180 degrees of turn and over road, begin maneuver in opposite
direction
5. Depart maneuver on entry heading
STANDARDS: FAA-S-8081-14M Private Pilot PTS page 2-17
FAAS-80818AM Flight Instructor PTS page 2-54

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
NORMAL APPROACH AND LANDING
REF. AC61-21A page 95,237

[

I

NOTE: This procedure is based on entering downwind 4000 feet from
runway cerrterline
Elements:
1. Approach Checklist completed before entering downwind
2. Slcw to Vref +35, level
3. On downwind establish Vref + 25, 10 deg flaps, level
4. TRIM for 100 knots!!
5. Abeam landing point, perform landing check establish Vref +25,
10 deg. flaps. gear down, descent
6. At 60 degree point turn base, establish Vref +IS, 25 deg. flaps,
gear down, descent
7. On final set final landing configuration Vref +5, 40 deg. flaps,
gear down, descent
8. Adjust pitch and power to maintain 3 degree GP
9. Perform F l W Check no lower than 100 It AGL
10. Maintain aiming point with pitchlpower corrections until approaching
round out
11. Round out and reduce power to idle
12 Flare airplane such that mains contact runway first
13. Maintain directional control and lower nose wheel before baking

STANDARDS: FAA-S8081-t2A Commercial PTS page 2-i2
FAAS-8081-IAM Private PTS page 1-26
FAAS-8081-6AM Flight Instructor PTS page 2-67
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

SINGLE ENGINE APPROACH

REF. AC61-21 page 116,248
Obiedive:

W'
~nalCheck

\

lm*AGL

NOTE: Due to variations in the performance, limitations, etc.. of light
twins, no speclfic flight path or procedure can be proposed that would
be adequate in all engine-out approaches. These procedures are
based on a training environment with training weights and power
sett~ngs.
NOTE: This procedure is based on entering downwind 4000 feet from
runway centertine
Elements:
dniw
n
w
od
1. Approach ChecWist completed before entering
2 Slow to Vref +25, level
3. On downwind establish Vref +25, 10 deg. flaps, level
4. TRIM for level flight minimum 88 knots
5. Abeam landing poinf perform landing check establish Vref +25,
10 deg. flaps, gear down.
6. At 60 degree potnt turn base, establish Vref +15, 10 deg. flaps,
gear down, descent
7. On final with landing assured set final landing configuration Vref +5,
25 deg. flaps, gear down, descent
8. Adjust pitch and power to maintain 3 degree GP
9.' Perform FINAL Check no lower than 100 R AGL
10. Maintain aiming point with pitchlpower corrections
11. Round out and reduce power to idle
1 2 Flare airplane such that mains contact runway first
13. Maintain directional control and lower nose wheel before braking

-

STANDARDS: FAA-S-8081-12A Commercial PTS page 2-27
FAA-S-8081-1AM P M e P I S page 1-35
FAAS-8081-6AM Flight Instructor PTS page 2-64
-C19-
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FOR TFAINING PURPOSES ONLY
SHORT FIELD APPROACH
REF. AC61-21 page 110

AND LANDING

rlements:
1. Approach Checklist completed before entering downwind
2. Slow to Vref +35, level
3. On downwind establish Vref +25, 10 deg. flaps, level
4. TRlM for 100 knots!!
5. At 45 degree point perform landing check establish Vref +25,
10 deg. flaps, gear down. descent
6. At 60 degree point turn base, establish Vref +15, 25 deg. flaps,
gear down, descent
7. On final set final landing configuration Vref 40 deg. flaps, gear
down, descent so as to be stabilized at Vref no lower than 100 ft
AGL
8. Adjust pitch and power to maintain 4 degree GP
9. Perform FINAL Check no lower than 100 ft AGL
10. Maintain aiming point with pitchlpower corrections until approaching
round out
11. Round out and reduce power to idle .
12. Flare airplane such that mains contact runway first
13. Maintain directional control and lower nose wheel before braking
t4. Retract flaps to 0 degrees and apply brakes. (simulate maximum
bralung for training)
STANDARDS: FAAS-8081-12A Commercial PTS page 2-13
FAAS-8081-1AM Private PTS page 1-37
FAA-S-80814AM Flight l n . S t ~ d oPTS
r
page 2-69
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

CROSS WINO LANDING

REF. AC61-21 page 106,232
Objed~e:
Many runways or landing areas are such that landings must be
made while the wind is blowing across rather than parallel to the
landing direction; therefore, all pilots should be prepared to cope
with these situations when they arise. The same basic principles and
factors are involved in normal, or short field approach and landings.
Therefore, only the additional techniques required for correcting for
wind drift are discussed here.

i

f
\.

Elements:
1. Establish appropriate approach configuration (normal or maximum
performance)
2. Maintain alignment with centerline using c a b into wind
3. Transition to wing-low method prior to touchdown
4. Round out and flare while maintaining winplow into wind
5. As aircraff slows be sure to increase aileron deflection into the wind,
6. Opposite rudder deflection is required to maintain directional control
NOTE: If a crosswind or high wind landing is necessary approach with
higherthan normal speed and with zero to 25 degrees of flaps.
STANDARDS: FAPrS-8081-129 Commercial PTS page 2-12
FAAS-8081-1AM Private PTS page 1-36
FAAS-8081-6AM Flight Instructor PTS page 2-67
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
GO AROUND (Rejected Landings)

REF. AC81-21 page 103.232
Objective:
Regardless of the height above the ground at which it is begun, a
safe goaround may be accomplished if an early decision is made, a
sound plan is followed, and the procedure is performed properly.
Elements:
1. Pitch to 5 degree nose up
2 Verify props high
* 3. Throttles set to maximum power
4. Retract flaps to 25 degrees
5. Reduca control force by trimming nose down
6. Positiie rate of climb -retract landing gear
7. Manewer to the side of runway
8. Pitch to approximately 10 degrees nose up
9. Accelerating through Vx (82 KIAS) retract remaining flaps and
accelerate to Vy (88 KIAS)

Note: Step 1, 2 and 3 are completed simultaneousbj
STANDARDS: FM-S-8081-12. Camrnercial PTS page 2-14
FAA-S-8081-1AM Private PTS page 1-36
FAA-S-80818AU Flight Instructor PTS page 2-68
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
PA44 POWEWCONFIGURATIONTABLE

Single Engine Table

(

This table shows the power settings and configurations required to fly the
PA44 at the appropriate approach speeds. All power settings are
approximate, temperature, wind and turbulence may effect required
power settings. For example, 110 Ms requires approximately 18" MP
and 2300 RPM - o n a given day it may take 19" or 17". The tables make
use of the rule of thumb that 1 " MP equals 100 fpm. climbldescent or 5
M ainpeed.
NOTE:
The final approach configuration should not change while
descending visualty from the minimum descent aftrtude or decision
height to the runway. The ainpeed should be adjusted as necessary
to complete the landing with minimum float
On short final and landing assured configure flaps 25 degrees and
stabilhe at 80 KIAS.

-Dl
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

APPROACH BRIEFING

. To tune required radio *equencies, tune instruments and.review

how the pilot flying the aircraft plans to fly the approach. (use
approach chart as a guide)
Elements:

1.
2
3.

Identify approach
Tune communication radios as required
Tune and identify NAV radios as required
4. Brief and set approach course
5. Brief minimum altiiudes -(initial approach, final approach and MDA
or DH)
6. Brief missed approach point (time, station passage, DME, DH)
7. Brief missed approach procedure (published or amended)

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
INSTRUMENT TAKEOFF
REF. AC61-27 page 92

0bjective:
The purpose of this manewer is to build the pilots confidence that
an instrument takeoff can be safely performed. It does require
accuracy in both planning and execution.
Elements:

1.

Line Up Check Complete

2 Align aircraft with runway
Check magnetic compass and HSI for accuracy
Full throttle 2700 RPM
Check engine instruments
Visually maintain alignment with centerline
7. Rotate at 75 Knots
8. Transition to attitude indicator and maintain approximately 10 deg
nose uphings level
3.
4.
5.
6.

-

-

-

9. Positive rate Gear up
10. At 500 feet pitch to approximately 5 degrees, accelerate to 105 kts
then adjust to 2S'MP and 2500 RPM.
11. Perform climb check
STANDARDS:

AC61-27 page 92
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
INSTRUMENT CLIMBS
REF. AC61-27 page 76
Objective:
These procedures show the pilot how to make constant rate and
constant ainpeed climbs. When ATC gives a pilot climb instnrction
and the climb is for moce than 1000', they expect that the aircraft will
climb at a constant spied that gives optimum rate until within 1000' of
the assigned aitdGdi, then slow to a constant rate climb of 500 fpm
At other times, the pilot may receive changes in altitude of 1000' or
less while enroute. In these cases, it is easiest to execute constant
rate cruise climb because of the small amount of altiiude change.
Lastly, if the pilot has slowed to an approach speed and would like to
maintain that speed while performing attitude changes use a constant
speed technique making effective use of power controls.
Constant Speed (optimum rate):
1. Mixture rich
2 Pitch 10 degreedB8 knots
3. Props 2500 rpm
4. MP 25 inches (maintain constant MP 1. per 1000')
to
5. When within last 1000' pitch to 5 degrees and allow speed to build
(vsi approx. 500 fpm)

-

-

-

-

--

Constant Speed (approach):
1. increase MP 5"
2. plane should pitch up and climb at approximately' 500 fpm with
speed remaining constant
3. Upon reaching assigned altitude reduce MP to approach setting
Example:
a. Assume in Initial Approach Configuration at 100 kts,flap 10,
1612300, 1500'
b. ATC says 7 7 G Climb and maintain 2000"
c. Just increase MP to 23" and airplane will pitch up to maintain 100
Ms. Climb rate will be approximately 500 fpm. Airplane will remain
in trim
d. At 2000' reduce throttle to 18" and airplane will level off to maintain
the 100 Ms
Constant Rate (cruise climb):
1 pitch 5 degrees and climb at 500 fpm using cruise power
STANDARDS: FAAS-8081-48 lmtrurnent Rating PTS paw 1-8
-LM-
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FOR TRAlNlNG PURPOSES ONLY

INSTRUMENT DESCENTS
REF. AC61-27 page 78

0bjective:
The pilot must be able to make both constant rate and best a t e
descents. Best Rate procedures are usually used on non-precision
final approaches or when requested by ATC for traftic flow
purposes.
Constant airspeed techniques are generally used at all other times.
The constant airspeed technique use the rule of thumb that 1" of MP
equals 100 fpm.
When the pilot needs to lose the maximum attitude within a short
distance the maximum descent procedure can be used. Care
should be taken to avoid rapid cool down of the engine. Therefore
this technique will not call for closing the throttle.

-

Constant Rate best rate (vsi1800 fpm):
a. Reduce MP by seven inches
b. Extend Landing gear if on approach and FAF inbound
c. Let airplane pitch down, but restrict pitch down to 5 degrees until
airplane stabilizes in descent
d. Adjust powerlpitch to keep desired rate of descent constant
e. Approaching assigned altitude increase MP to levebff value
Constant Airspeed:
a. Reduce MP by five inches
b. Plane should pitch down to maintain trimmed airspeed and descent
at 500 fpm
c. Adjust power for desired rate while airspeed remains constant
d. Approaching assigned aitiiude increase MP to levebff value

STANDARDS: FPA-S44?%14 Instrument RatingPTS page 1-8
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
HOLDING

REF. AC61-27 page 94,140,207; AIM Paragraph 5-37

0bjedie:
This procedure is used to place airplane in a configuration which will
use minimum fuel while keeping the airplane within the protected
holding area. The pilot should establish this configuration within 3
rnin of the holding tix.
Elements:

Entry
Parallel Procedure

-

Teardrop Procedure

Direct Procedure

-

Parallel holding course, after 1 min, turn back to
tix on holding side or intercept holding course from
holding side.

-

Proceed on outbound track of 30 degrees to
holding coune b n the holding side, after: rnin,
turn to intercept the holding coune.

urn dire*

into the holding pattern

STANDARDS: FAAS-8081-48lmtrument Rating PTS page 1-6
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
FULL PRECISION APPROACH

REF. AC61-27 page 126.140;
AIM Paragraphs 1-10, 547,5-48, 5-54, 5-56
Objective:

FULL PRECISION APPROACH
Elements:
1. Approaching the IAF complete the Approach Checklist & Approach
Briefing
2. Slow Vref +35, level
3. IAF f3y localher outbound
4. Time elapse -turn to PT outbound heading
5. Wings level-start time for 1 minute
6. Time Elapse -turn to reciprocal heading
7. Configure to Vref +25, 10 deg. flaps, level
8. Intercept and fiy localher inbound
9. Set heading bug as desired
10. Glideslope intercept perform landing check- establish Vref +25,
10 deg. flaps, gear down. descent
11 Complete Final Check
12. At DH if IMC, then missed approach, otherwise perform normal
visual final approach

-

(

-

STANDARDS: FAA-S8081-4B Indmment Ratlng PTS page 1-15
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FOR TRAlNING PURPOSES ONLY

FULL NON-PRECISION APPROACH
REF. AC61-27 page 136,140,145;
AIM Paragraphs 1-10, -7,548,

5-49, 5 5 6

FULL NON-PRECISION APPROACH
Elements:
V 1. Approaching the IAF complete the Approach Checklist &Approach
Briefing
- 2. Slow to Vref +35, level
3. W set outbound course & fly course outbound
L 4. Time elapse -turn to PT outbound heading
.. 5. Wings level start time for 1 minute
6. Set inbound approach course
'7. Time Elapse -turn to reciprocal heading
8. Configure to Vref +25, 10 deg. flaps, level
9. Intercept and fly approach course inbound
4 10. Set heading bug as desired
11. Perform landing check FAF -establish Vref +25, 10 deg. flaps,
gear down, descent
.:12. Complete Final Check
13. MDA Establish Vref +25, fO deg. flaps, gear down, level
14. MAP -if IMC, then missed approach, otherwise perform normal
visual approach

-

-

-

STANDARDS: FAA-=I-48

IWmnent Ratlng PTS page 1-13,l-14
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

1

NON-PRECISION APPROACH~WIOFAF

REF. AC 61-27 page 136, 140, 145;
AIM Paragraphs 1-10, 547,5-49, 556
Obiective:

,

/

FULL NON-PRECISION APPROACH W/OFAF

,-

Elements:
1. Approaching the IAF complete the Approach Checklist & Approach
Briefing
2
Slow to Vref + 35, level
13. IAF set outbound course & fly course outbound
L 4. Time elapse -turn to PT outbound heading
4
' 5. Wings level start time for 1 minute
' 6. Set inbound approach course
7. Time Elapse -turn to reciprocal heading
8. Configure to Vref +25, 10 deg. Flaps, level
9. Intercept and fly approach course inbound
-1 10. Set heading bug as desired
11. Established Inbound +rform landing check establish Vref +25,
lO.deg.J?ps, gear downadi 12. F o m p ~ e t e
fin.aiiheck
\1 13. MDA- Establish Vref +25, ?O deg. Flaps, gear down, level
\r 14. MAP -if IMC, then missed approach, otherwise perform normal
visual approach
J

-.

-

___---

(-

.

-

STANDARDS FAAS-80814 lmhvment Rating PTS page 1-14
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

RADARVECTOREDAPPROACH

REF. AC61-27; AIM Paragraph 5-50
Obiedive:

RADAR VECTORED APPROACH
Elements:
1. Initial vector for approach complete Approach Checklist and
Approach Briefing
2 Slow to Vref + 35, level
3. Base Configure to Vref +25,10 deg. flaps, level
4. Intercept and fly approach course inbound
5. Set heading bug as desired
6. Perform landing check FAF establish Vref +25,10 deg. flaps,
gear down, descent
7. Complete Final Check
8. At MDA on non-precision approach Vref +25, 10 deg. fbps,
gear down, level
9. MAP if IMC, then missed approach, othemise perform normal
visual final approach

-

-

-

-

-

-

Note:

Establish Vref +25, 10 deg. flaps, gear down, descent at FAF.
glide slope intercept on precision approach, or when established
on inbound course for non-precision approach with no FAF

STANDARDS: FAA-S8081-48Itdmmed Rating PTS page 1-13.1-14.1-15
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FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY

-

SINGLE ENGINE INSTRUMENT APPROACH

REF. AC61-27 PAGE 126, 136,140, 145;

,

AIM Paragraphs 1-10, 547, 5-48, 5-54, 5-49, 5-56
Elements:
Instrument approach '.o a straiqht in landing:
All elements for the appropriate approach procedure found on page 07,
D8, D9 or D l 0 apply to the single engine instrument approach using the
Single Engine PowerIConfiguration table to establish Pitch, Power, and
desired performance.
Instrument approach with circle to land clearance:

All elements for the appropriate approach procedure found on page D7,
D8, D9 or D l 0 appiy to the single engine instrument approach using the
Single Engine Power1Configuration table to establish Pitch, Power, and
desired performance. Additional standardized procedures are as follows:

-

-

-

If the engine fails outside the final approach fcc the landing gear
should be leR in the retracted position until the aircraft has circled to the
active runway and has visually intercepted the normal approach angle
(usually 3 degrees) and then configured to Vref +25, 10 deg. flaps, gear
down, descent for landing.

-

If the engine faik inside the final approach f7x and on glide path of
a precision approach, the landing gear should be left in the extended
posaiin until clear of clouds. If aircraR can maintain aititude pilot can
circle to land with gear extended or cycle the gear up and circle to land.
When the pilot has visually intercepted the normal approach angle
(usually 3 degrees) configure to Vref +25, 10 deg. flaps, gear down,
descent for landing.

-Ail engine failures are emergencies and should be declared. If the
wind allows a straight in landing (cross wind or slight tail wind)
consideration should be given to requesting a straight in approach
instead of circling to land.
y

c

NOlE: The procedures above are offered as a standardhed course of
action for coping with a single engine instrument approach. These
standard'aed procedures are not a substitute for sound judgment and
common sense.

-

STANDARDS: F M S g 0 8 1 4 8 lnstnwnt Rating PTS page 1-20

-011
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FOR TRAINtNG PURPOSES ONLY
MISSED APPROACH

REF. AC61-27, AIM paragraph 5-57

The Missed Approach procedure is executed when an instrument
approach is unsuccessful.
Elements:

'1.

'2
'3.
4.
5.
3.
7.

Pitch to approximately 5 degrees nose up
Venfy Props HIGH
Throttles to maximum power
Positiie rate gear up
Flaps up
After gain of 500 h set cruise climb 25"MP and 2500 RPM
Perform Climb Check

-

Note: Steps 1, 2 and 3 are completed simuRaneously

STANDARDS:FM-S-Wa148 Instrument Rating PTS page 1-17
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